Best from waste
Tissue paper flower bouquet: To make innovative
and beautiful bouquet from
tissue paper first of all cut it
in equal parts and wrap it
around a hollow pipe. From
both corners push tissue
paper towards center. Now,
take out pipe from it and
mould tissue paper in round
shape. Fix a stick at the center of flower. Make this
type of 3-4 flowers and decorate in a vase. Your
beautiful bouquet is ready.
o

Carpet from old things: Take some used and
unwanted clothes and
remove their buttons.
Now, cut them in the
same sized strips.
Take a burlap and
with the help of
pointed tweezer , pull

the strip from burlap hole and fix it.Do it with all
the strips and your colourful carpet is ready to
enhance the beauty of your home.
Corner Stand:Generally, we throw used cardboards,
boxes of TV, mobiles
and other items into
dustbins but there
is best and simple
idea to convert them
into corner stand.
Take two small
boxes and one long
box. Place the long
box vertically and
fix other two boxes at each of its end. Corner stand
is ready. Just paint it with beautiful colours .
Diya stand from spoon: Take 4 plastic spoons.Cut
the shallow bowl
from each of them
and paint those 4
bowls with beautiful
and vibrant colours.

If you want to decorate it take some borders or
glitters and decorate it. Fix these 4 bowls in a way
that final figure will look like a cross symbol .Now,
take a diya and place it in center of it. Enlighten
your room with it.
Table setting: With the use of used plastic or glass
bottles and candles
you can decorate
your dining table.
Take some bottles
and paint them from
outside. Now, use
them as candle
holders and enjoy
your dinner with
beautiful ambience.
Make Toys by using waste :
Kids get their
own toys by using waste
materials like box, paper,
bottles, and sticks.

Kids can prepare their boat from
the waste material and they have
a fun in rainy season.
Make a Boat Out of Recycled Objects:
Anything that
floats will do the
purpose.

Plastic Bowl, Milk Bottle Lid,
Sponge,
Bottle and many more you can use for.
You can decorate your very own boat.
Want to know how?
http://beafunmum.com/2014/01/summer-funboats-boats-boats/)Once it’s made, head out to the
stream and let them use their imagination.

Paper Poppy Wall Art:
Take a white paper and apply
colors on that in different
way,
make
different
designs. And decorate that
with buttons, stones, colorful
papers etc. and hang it on
the wall and give new look to the room. There are
many ways you can do something a little
different than the standard paper flowers. How?
http://www.multiplesandmore.com/crafting-withkids/crafting- with-kids-mother%E2%80%99s-day-art/
http://makezine.com/craft/tutorial-paper-poppy/

